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1. Brief introduction of the candidate.
Zeqir Halrullah Fetoshi was born on May

l

24 02 2O2i

4 '19;i 6 in the town of Belacerka-

Rahovec, Republic of Kosovo. He holds a master's degre,: in law from the University of
Pristina, Kosovo He currently holds the position of N,ianagement Assistant at the
University. His teaching activity is related to Iecturing ani-l conducting practical classes
in the disciplines Fundamentals of Management, Agricultural Policy, lnternationai
Marketrng.

2. Relevance of the problem.
The topic of the dissertation is relevant as the agricultural sector is developing
dynamically and its impact on the landscape is becorning more tangible, On the other
hand, landscape services targeted at manufacturing sectors have a positive impact
and can accelerate their economic development ln iiris regard, special attention
should be paid to the sectoral policy pursuecl and the plssibilities for effective impact
management should be explored. Kosovo's agriculture has developed successfully in
recent years, raising the need to regulate landscape services important for its
functioning. The specifics of the agricultural sector require the application of
management approaches that take into accouni tlre specifrcs of the market
environment and improve the process of interaction bet',:ieen market participants. The
doctoral student focuses on the nature and specificity o{ landscape services and their
interdependence with the production process in agricultr.;re. The topic is important and
has potential for the developing economy of the Repurblic of Kosovo

3. Purpose, tasks, hypotheses and research methods.
The purpose of the dissertation is clearly worded ,:nd refers to the identification
of factors that improve landscape management in rural areas To achieve the goal, 4
tasks are defined, which are logically connected ano allc,,,t, the work to have a finished
look

The doctoral student has formulated a working hypothesis that the

implementation of the Common Agricultural Policy rs a itierequisite for improving the
management of the landscape through the econi,mic. acti,,iity of farmers. This is
achieved by conducting a regional analysis of the birsin,:ss environment and analysis
of the impact of policy on production decisions in tire agri:rultural sector
Appropriate methods of analysis were used rn th: study, y;hich were correcily

selected and applied. Methods

for systematic ari:iysis,

sitLrational analysis.
comparative analysis, diagnostic analysis and monograpi-ric aralysis (business cases)
were used in the study of the issue.

4. visualization and presentation of

t!",re

ob:;ained resutts.

The doctoral student has used a wide range c,i toc is to illustrate and summarize
the results in tables, graphs and charts, which allor,o.,hinr to correcly systematize and
objectively present the results

5. Discussion of the results and used !iteraiure.
ln his work on the dissertation, the doctoral stL:den: has studied the main part of
the modern specialized scientific literature in connection rvith landscape management
and the opportunities of farmers, both to contribute to thrs area ancl to realize benefits
for their business from landscape services in a particul;rr"region. Opinions of famous
authors are commented and presented, and on their-basis the author's understanding
of the researched problem is formed.
The doctoral student defines and uses the ter-:s correcfly Zechir Fetushi
successfully summarizes the state and problems of tht,, applied policy in landscape
management in two countries. This enables him, thro;gh comparative analysis, to
formulate concrete conclusions for improving the apnlicairrlity of agricultural policy and
the benefits for farmers.

6. Contributions to the dissertation.
The dissertation "Role of Common Agricultural Policy in Landscape Management,,
contains the following more slgnificant contributing ideas and solurtions.

Scientilic contri bu ti r:, ns
The essence of the landscape as an element cf th: competitive development of
the rural economy is clarified
A conceptual framework has been developed to assess the impact of the CAp on

landscape management.
A model for volarization of the values of the landsc:lpe elements and services in
the development of competitive wine tourism in the Repui.ilic of Bulgaria is proposed.

The value of

Scientific and appliecl cont ribri fion:;
the landscape for the compeiitiviln€SS of farmers has been

assessed and business models based on this have [:,een ,:roposed.
The impact of the sectoral policy for maintaining,l the iunctions of the landscape is
analyzed and possible approaches for obtaining synergy effects from the applied
measures are identified.

7. Critical remarks and questions.
I have no critical remarks or questions.

I

a recommendation to the researclrer ro conduct a study of the
possibilities for knowledge transfer on the issues of ianciscape management by
attracting various stakeholders.
have

8. Published articles and citations.
On the topic of the dissertation the doctoral studont has published two articles
on the topic of the dissertation, which is the requireL mrnimum for acquiring the
educational qualification degree of doctor Also ihe iotal number of publications
ensures that the national minimum requirements ai-: nret. The doctoral student has
participated tn international conferences and has prerserrted reports on issues related
to the topic of the dissertation.

The presented abstract reflects objectively tlre
d

-.,iructr.rre

and content of

the

issertation.

CONCLUSION:
Based on the learned and applied by the doctor:li student, different research
methods, correctly performed experiments, summaries anci conclusions, I believe that the
presented dissertation meets the requirements of ZR,,',SRB and the Rules of the
Agricultural University for its application, which gives nro r€;,ison to rate it POSITIVE.
I allow myself

to suggest to the esteemed Scientific JLriy al,:o to vote positively and award
lo Zeqir Hajrullah Fetoshithe educational and scienlific cregree "Doctor" in the scientific
specialty "Organisation and Management"
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